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Largest Urban Air Mobility initiative in the United States
NEW YORK, N.Y., March 25, 2019 - In its largest service expansion to date, BLADE Urban

Air Mobility, Inc. (“BLADE”) has launched continuous helicopter flights between Manhattan

and John F. Kennedy Airport (“JFK”) every weekday from 7:00am to 7:00pm. The shared flight

service will be the largest Urban Air Mobility (“UAM”) initiative in the United States and will

advance BLADE’s mission of continuing to reduce the cost of urban aviation.

 

“The heavy traffic between urban centers and area airports is a key point of friction in city life,”

said Rob Wiesenthal, CEO of BLADE, “our UAM service begins to remedy this issue at a

reasonable price today, while paving the way for even more affordable solutions tomorrow

driven by our partners' next-generation electric aircraft.”

Flights will operate between BLADE Lounge West at the West 30th Street Heliport and JFK

airport, with ground transportation included between the JFK helipad and all commercial

terminals. The $195 price is aligned with the approximate cost of an SUV service doing the same

route during rush hour.

BLADE Lounge West is located only 1,000 feet from Hudson Yards, the largest commercial and

residential “city within a city” in the United States, soon to be home to over 50,000 employees

from leading companies such as WarnerMedia, HBO, CNN, Blackrock, KKR, and many more.

BLADE has a relationship with Hudson Yards that offers exclusive benefits to all tenants.

BLADE and American Airlines (“American”) recently announced that fliers who are connecting

to, or arriving from, an American flight at JFK can be transferred from plane to helicopter using

American’s Five Star Service. This enhancement provides a seamless, on-tarmac connection and

can be purchased using the BLADE app or directly from American.
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On-site at JFK, BLADE will also have a presence in the lobby of the soon to be opened TWA

Hotel, an ambitious reimagination of Eero Saarinen’s iconic TWA Flight Center (originally built

in 1962). Hotel guests can immediately arrange for BLADE flights to Manhattan or to any

destination BLADE flies.

In early 2018, BELL partnered with BLADE, providing them with a BELL 206L-4 helicopter,

which will be used for BLADE’s new service (operated by Zip Aviation). The relationship enables

BELL to gain a comprehensive understanding of the passenger, aircraft, and the infrastructure

requirements for UAM in the interest of applying learnings to forthcoming helicopter models as

well as next-generation eVTOL aircraft. “Helicopter commuting is becoming essential in cities

where traffic congestion is a significant problem and Bell is providing cost-efficient and reliable

aircraft as a solution,” said Susan Griffin, executive vice president, Commercial Business, Bell.

“With the rapid evolution of customers utilizing our aircraft for commuting services, Bell

continues to invest in product enhancements and new technologies to shape the future of air

transportation.”   

All flights will strictly follow New York City noise abatement routes, altitudes, and best

practices. The BELL helicopters being utilized have one of the lowest noise footprints within the

industry. Certain municipalities in the New York area have designated the BELL 206L-4 a “Not

Noisy” aircraft classification.

In early February, BLADE entered into a similar arrangement with Sikorsky’s Associated

Aircraft Group (“AAG”), a division of Lockheed Martin, where AAG is providing a Sikorsky S-76

C+ for UAM in the New York area starting in Spring 2019.

BLADE will continue working with partners such AIRBUS, BELL, and Lockheed Martin to

prepare for an eventual equipment swap of conventional helicopters for Electric Vertical Takeoff

and Landing (“eVTOL”) aircraft. eVTOL will have reduced noise and environmental footprints

as well as lower operating costs. Over time, this gradual equipment swap will result in lower

prices for fliers as well as more landing zone options in the future.  

About BLADE

 



ABOUT BELL

Thinking above and beyond is what we do. For more than 80 years, we’ve been reimagining the experience of
flight – and where it can take us.

We are pioneers. We were the first to break the sound barrier and to certify a commercial helicopter. We were
aboard NASA’s first lunar mission and brought advanced tiltrotor systems to market. Today, we’re defining the
future of on-demand mobility.

Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas – as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Textron Inc., – we have strategic locations
around the globe. And with nearly one quarter of our workforce having served, helping our military achieve their
missions is a passion of ours.

Above all, our breakthrough innovations deliver exceptional experiences to our customers. Efficiently. Reliably.
And always, with safety at the forefront.

About Textron Inc.

Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense, industrial and
finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. Textron is known around the
world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna, Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming,
E-Z-GO, Greenlee, Textron Off Road, Arctic Cat, Textron Systems, and TRU Simulation + Training. For more
information, visit: www.textron.com.

BLADE is a digitally-powered aviation company and the largest arranger of helicopter flights for

civilian travel in the United States. By leveraging its technology platform, strategic lounge

network of 10 dedicated properties in 4 states, and its partnerships with over 30 aviation

operators, the company has expanded its offerings from one route in one state to 22 core routes

in seven U.S. states. BLADE has proven to grow the size of the short distance aviation market in

the areas in which it operates. Over 75% of BLADE's first-time helicopter passengers have never

flown in a helicopter before flying BLADE.

 

BLADE Urban Air Mobility, Inc. is an air charter broker and not a direct air carrier. All flights

between Manhattan and JFK are operated by DOT/FAA licensed direct air carriers.

 

To learn more about BLADE’s other services including BLADEone and amphibious seaplane

service visit flyblade.com

http://www.textron.com/


Certain statements in this press release are forward-looking statements which may project revenues or describe
strategies, goals, outlook or other non-historical matters; these statements speak only as of the date on which
they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These
statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual
results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, including, but not
limited to, changes in aircraft delivery schedules or cancellations or deferrals of orders; our ability to keep pace
with our competitors in the introduction of new products and upgrades with features and technologies desired by
our customers; changes in government regulations or policies on the export and import of our products; volatility
in the global economy or changes in worldwide political conditions that adversely impact demand for our
products; volatility in interest rates or foreign exchange rates; and risks related to our international business,
including establishing and maintaining facilities in locations around the world and relying on joint venture partners,
subcontractors, suppliers, representatives, consultants and other business partners in connection with
international business, including in emerging market countries.
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